
IMPORTANT NOTICE

NOTICE NO. 1:

Based on the Second Stage written examination held on 18/8/2013 for the post of,
Traffic Apprentice, Cat No.02 of the Centralised Employment Notice No.03/2012,
candidates bearing following Roll Nos. are found provisionally eligible for Verification
of Certificates and Genuineness of Candidature scheduled on 23.12.2013:

Date : 23.12.2013, Time: 9.30 Hrs.

1000208 1000510 2000068 3001145 4000236 8000007 4000624 4001063
(Total- 08)

Call letters are being sent to the candidates by SPEED POST. Candidates
must bring their original certificates in support of their Date of Birth, qualification
Caste, Ex-Serviceman status etc. The OBC candidates must have the ‘non
belonging in creamy layer clause as per the specified proforma and should not
be older than one year. Candidates must ensure that their names, father’s
name and other particulars in their original certificates match with entries made
in their application form. SC/ST/OBC candidates must also ensure that the
address mentioned in their caste certificates must tally with the entries of
permanent address made by them in their application forms.

NOTICE NO.2
Based on the Second Stage written examination held on 18/8/2013 for the post of
Senior Clerk-cum Typist  Cat No.06 of the Centralised Employment Notice No.
03/2012, candidates bearing following Roll Nos. are found provisionally eligible
for TYPING SKILL TEST scheduled on 21.12.2013(Saturday):

1000111 1000132 1000191 1000691 1000888 1001238 1001251 1001503
1001894 1002071 1002384 1002612 1002814 1002855 1900024 2000186
2000189 2000204 2000375 2000456 2000529 2000932 2001016 3000162
3000301 3000743 3000788 3000894 3001198 3001288 3001361 4000149
4000188 4000404 4000423 4000503 4000584 4000672 4000765 4000936
4000971 4000996 4001060 4001149 4001191 4001244 4001627 4001631
4001777 4001832 4002017 4002041 4002079 4002140 4002164 4002177
4002380 4002398 4002541 4002580 5000007 5000017 5000027 8000003
(Total-64)

NOTE:
1. Candidates have to make their own arrangements of Typewriter (either Hindi or

English Key punching type machines) according to their choice without which
they will not be allowed to appear in the Typing Test. If the typewriter machine
brought by the candidate develops any snag or fails during the test, neither any
extra time will be allowed nor will any alternative arrangement be made by
RRB/Ranchi.

2. Call letters to the above candidates are being sent by SPEED POST. Any
candidate who does not receive his/her call letter in time should reach RRB/
Ranchi on 20/12/2013 between 10.00 to 05.00 Hrs. to get authority to appear in
the Typing skill test. Such candidates should bring Counterfoils of the Call
letters of both the written examinations and  Passport size photographs.

3. Any request for change of date and time will not be entertained.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR BOTH  NOTICE NO. 1 & 2

1. The responsibility of proving eligibility for the post concerned and the
genuineness of other averments made in the initial application form shall rest
with the candidates.

2. If it is found later at any stage of  the recruitment that the candidate does not fulfil
any/all of the conditions of eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled
and no appeal against such cancellation will be entertained.

3. RRB/Ranchi regrets inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful
candidates.

4. RRB/Ranchi reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical
mistake at any stage.

For details candidates can log on to our only authorised website
http://www.rrbranchi.org. Beware of fake websites.
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Note : Candidates should prefix 2712301 before Roll Nos. indicated below:

Note : Candidates should prefix 2712301 before Roll Nos. indicated below:


